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Abstract Mobile context modeling is a process of recognizing and reasoning about
contexts and situations in a mobile environment, which is critical for the success of
context-aware mobile services. While there are prior works on mobile context modeling, the
use of unsupervised learning techniques for mobile context modeling is still under-explored.
Indeed, unsupervised techniques have the ability to learn personalized contexts, which are
difficult to be predefined. To that end, in this paper, we propose an unsupervised approach
to modeling personalized contexts of mobile users. Along this line, we first segment the
raw context data sequences of mobile users into context sessions where a context session
contains a group of adjacent context records which are mutually similar and usually reflect
the similar contexts. Then, we exploit two methods for mining personalized contexts from
context sessions. The first method is to cluster context sessions and then to extract the frequent
contextual feature-value pairs from context session clusters as contexts. The second method
leverages topic models to learn personalized contexts in the form of probabilistic distributions
of raw context data from the context sessions. Finally, experimental results on real-world data
show that the proposed approach is efficient and effective for mining personalized contexts
of mobile users.
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1 Introduction
Recent years have witnessed a revolution in mobile devices, which is driven by the everincreasing needs of mobile services. As mobile services keep evolving, there are clear signs
that context modeling of mobile users will have huge demand. A distinct property of mobile
users is that they are usually exposed in volatile contexts, such as waiting for a bus, walking
in a building, driving a car, or doing shopping. Thus, building context-aware services by
leveraging the rich contextual information of mobile users has attracted the great attention
of many researchers [3,5,16,22].
Mobile context modeling is a process of recognizing and reasoning about contexts and
situations in a mobile environment, which is a fundamental research problem toward leveraging the rich contextual information of mobile users. There are prior works on mobile context
modeling such as [1,22]. However, most of these previous studies have a need to predefine
the typical contexts of users and predetermine the corresponding rules for detecting them.
While these approaches can work well in predefined simple application scenarios, such as
guiding tourists for sightseeing [24], it is not flexible to extend these approaches for more
general and complex scenarios where it is difficult to manually build context models. In addition, there are some other studies for mobile context modeling through supervised learning
methods [17,27]. In this case, there is also a need to predefine contexts.
It is more attractive to exploit unsupervised techniques for mobile context modeling for the
case that domain knowledge is not available, such as learning the personalized contexts that
are difficult to be predefined. Indeed, unsupervised learning techniques can automatically
learn some semantically meaningful contexts from the low level context data. In contrast,
to model personalized contexts, both manual approach and supervised learning approach
require users to predefine their own personalized contexts and thus will bring additional cost
and complexity to the problem.
Therefore, in this paper, we propose an unsupervised approach to modeling personalized contexts of mobile users. Specifically, we first segment the raw context data sequence
of mobile users into context sessions where a context session contains a group of adjacent
context records that are mutually similar and may reflect the similar contexts. We use an
adaptive segmentation approach named the minimum entropy segmentation [13] to address
the challenges of context segmentation on determining the number of segments and the segmentation threshold. Then, we exploit two methods for mining personalized contexts from
context sessions. The first method is to cluster context sessions and then to extract the frequent contextual feature-value pairs from context session clusters as contexts. The drawback
of the clustering-based method is that it requires a context session that can only belong to one
cluster, which corresponds to one context. The deterministic rule makes the results sensitive
to wrong assignments. In contrast, topic models can solve the problem using a probabilistic
distribution to representing whether a context session reflects a particular context. Therefore, the second method takes advantage of topic models to learn personalized contexts in
the form of probabilistic distributions of raw context data from the context sessions. Due to
the structural constraint of context sessions, the state-of-the-art topic models cannot directly
apply to mobile context modeling. Therefore, we exploit to extend existing topic models
for fitting mobile context modeling. We first extend a single-topic-based topic model named
Mixture Unigram (MU) [19] to a mobile context model which assumes that each context session reflects one latent context. However, we observe that some context sessions may reflect
multiple contexts because the context segmentation stage may not exactly detect all boundaries of context transitions. Based on this observation, we also extend a multiple-topic-based
topic model named Latent Dirichlet Allocation (LDA) [6] for mobile context modeling. We
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conduct extensive experiments on the real-world mobile usage data. Experimental results
show that the topic model-based method outperforms the clustering-based method in terms
of the effectiveness of mining personalized contexts but less efficient than the latter in terms
of the computational cost. Moreover, among the two topic models, the LDA-based model is
more effective than that extended from MUC for mobile context modeling but less efficient
than the latter in terms of the computational cost.
Overview. The rest of this paper is organized as follows. First, we briefly review some
related works in Sect. 2. The basic idea of unsupervised mobile context modeling is introduced in Sect. 3. Then, the details of context segmentation are presented in Sect. 4. Followed
in Sects. 5 and 6, we present the details of modeling personalized contexts of mobile users
through clustering context sessions and topic models, respectively. In Sect. 7, we report the
experimental results on the real-life history context data of users. Finally, we conclude this
paper and pinpoint some future research directions in Sect. 8.

2 Related work
In general, the related work can be grouped into three categories. In the first category, contexts are modeled manually based on domain knowledge. For example, Schilit et al. [22]
used key-value pairs to model the context by providing the value of a context information
(e.g., location information) to an application as an environment variable. Adowd et al. [1]
presented the Cyberguide project, in which prototypes of a mobile context-aware tour guide
were built. Otzturk and Aamodt [20] proposed modeling the context with ontologies and
analyzed psychological studies on the difference between recall and recognition of several
issues in combination with contextual information. Indeed, none of the above-mentioned
studies adopted machine learning approach for learning contexts from the raw context data
automatically. As a result, they may work well in simple environments, such as guiding
tourists in tourist attractions, but are not flexible for applying to more complex environments
where it is difficult to build context models manually, e.g., recognizing users’ contexts in
their daily life.
The second category includes the research work of mobile context modeling though supervised learning approaches. For example, Liao et al. [17] attempted to infer an individual’s
transportation routine, given the user raw GPS data. By leveraging a dynamic Bayesian network, the system learns and infers the person’s transportation routines between the significant
places. Zheng et al. [27] exploited to use several supervised learning approaches for modeling user’s raw GPS data. In their work, four different inference models including decision
tree, Bayesian network, support vector machine (SVM), and conditional random field (CRF)
are studied for modeling user’s transportation mode. Supervised learning approach provides
more flexibility than the manual approach for mobile context modeling because it depends
on less domain knowledge and can learn from the raw context data automatically. However, it
still needs to manually predefine the contexts. Moreover, it needs a number of labeled training
data for model training. By contrast, the unsupervised learning approach for mobile context
modeling is very flexible because it can learn contexts from an individual user’s raw context
data without predefined contexts nor labeled training data. Thus, it can greatly improve the
user experience due to less dependency on the user.
The third category of related work focuses on user modeling through unsupervised
approaches. In a latest literature, Eagle et al. [7] proposed to use the eigenvector of user
behavior for modeling individual users and infer community affiliations within the subjects’
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social network. Though they also used an unsupervised approach to discover the user context
and behavior pattern from the user history data, the objective of their research is intrinsically
different from that of our work. Our goal is to discover the personalized mobile contexts that
can be applied to context-aware services.
In addition, the proposed approach in this paper exploits topic models, which are widely
used generative probability models in document modeling. Typical topic models include
the Mixture Unigram (MU) model [19], the probabilistic Latent Semantic Analysis (pLSA)
model [15], and the Latent Dirichlet Allocation (LDA) model [6]. Most of other topic models
are extended from them and applied to specific applications. In our approach, we extend MU
to MUC and extend LDA to LDAC for satisfying the constraint of context data.

3 Learning personalized mobile contexts from context logs
The context collection software on mobile devices can collect rich context data of mobile
users through their personal context logs. A context log consists of a number of context
records with timestamps, and a context record is formed as a group of raw context data, i.e.,
contextual feature-value pairs, where a contextual feature denotes a type of context data, such
as Day name, Speed, and Cell ID, etc. The contextual value in a contextual feature-value pair
indicates the value of the corresponding contextual feature at a particular time point. The
context collection software can predefine a set of contextual features whose values should
be collected, but a context record may miss the values of some contextual features because
these values are not always available. For example, when a user is in door, the mobile device
cannot receive the GPS signal. In context logs, only the contextual feature-value pairs whose
contextual values are not missing are recorded.
From the contextual feature-value pairs in context logs, we may be able to discover some
meaningful contexts of mobile users. For example, suppose Table 1 shows a part of the context log of Ada, we can see that in a workday and during time at AM8:00-9:00 , Ada’s moving
speed was high and the background was noisy observed by audio level, which might imply
the context is that she was driving a car to her work place. Moreover, in a holiday during
time at AM10:00-11:00, Ada was moving in door and the background is noisy. In addition,
considering that the cell ID represents a shopping mall, the context might be that Ada was
go shopping.
If several adjacent context records in a context log are mutually similar, we say that they
make up a context session. The context records in the same context session may capture the
similar context information of the mobile user. If two contextual feature-value pairs usually
co-occur in same context sessions, they may represent the same context. An unsupervised
approach can automatically discover the highly related contextual feature-value pairs that
reflect the same context by taking advantage of their co-occurrences. Once a group of highly
related contextual feature-value pairs are found, users can assign them meaningful context tags for binding them with multiple context-aware applications, such as context-aware
reminder, context-aware recommendations. For example, if an unsupervised approach can
discover that the contextual feature-value pairs (Is a holiday?: Yes), (Time range: AM10:0011:00), (Movement: Moving), and (Cell ID: 2552) are highly related, Ada will be encouraged
to tag this group of contextual feature-value pairs with an explicit context label “Go shopping” and define the services she wants on that context, such as playing a favorite music or
recommending the information of fashion dress. This kind of semi-automatic context-aware
configuration is more convenient than a manual alternative that lets Ada define the contextual feature-value pairs of “Go shopping” by herself. Along this line, we propose a two-stage
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Timestamp

Context record

t1

{(Is a holiday?: No), (Time range: AM8:00–9:00),
(Speed: High), (Audio level: Low),
(Interaction: Listening music)}

t2

{(Is a holiday?: No), (Time range: AM8:00–9:00),

t3

{(Is a holiday?: No), (Time range: AM8:00–9:00),

(Speed: High), (Audio level: Middle)}
(Speed: High), (Audio level: Middle)}
……
t38

{(Is a holiday?: No), (Time range: AM10:00–11:00),
(Movement: Not moving), (Audio level: Low),
(Inactive time: Long)}

t39

{(Is a holiday?: No), (Time range: AM10:00–11:00),
(Movement: Not moving), (Audio level: Low),
(Inactive time: Long)}

t40

{(Is a holiday?: No), (Time range: AM10:00–11:00),
(Movement: Not moving), (Audio level: Low),
(Inactive time: Long)}
……

t58

{(Is a holiday?: Yes), (Time range: AM10:00–11:00),
(Movement: Moving), (Cell ID: 2552),
(Audio level: Middle)}

t59

{(Is a holiday?: Yes), (Time range: AM10:00–11:00),
(Movement: Moving), (Cell ID: 2552),
(Audio level: High)}

t60

{(Is a holiday?: Yes), (Time range: AM10:00-11:00),
(Movement: Moving), (Cell ID: 2552),
(Audio level: Middle)}

unsupervised approach for learning the personalized contexts of mobile users. In the first
stage, we takes advantage of an adaptive segmentation approach to segment the context log
into context sessions. In the second stage, we use the extended topic models to learn personalized contexts from the context sessions. The details of the approach are presented in the
following sections.

4 Extracting context sessions
Given a context log R = r1 r2 . . . rn , where ri (1 ≤ i ≤ n) denotes a context record,
extracting context sessions from R is a procedure of segmenting R into N segments
S = {s1 , s2 , . . . , s N }, where si (1 ≤ i ≤ N ) denotes a context session that consists of a
group of adjacent and similar context records, and S is called a N -segmentation of R.
There are two challenges for segmenting the context log into context sessions. First, it
is hard to estimate the number of context sessions in a context log, i.e., the parameter N .
It is because mobile users may have different frequencies of context transitions due to their
life styles, which implies the numbers of context sessions in their personal context logs may
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also vary significantly. Therefore, the partition-based segmentation approach (e.g., [14,23])
cannot apply to context segmentation. Second, it is also difficult to define a unified similarity
threshold to determine where the original context log should be segmented for each individual
user’s context log. Thus, the similarity threshold-based segmentation approach (e.g., [11,18])
cannot apply too. Though in the study by [2], Aggarwal proposed a segmentation framework that did not need to set the number of segments or the similarity threshold; however,
this approach need to set the number of micro clusters and the number of nearest neighbors,
which is also not applicable in our problem. To address the context segmentation problem,
we need an adaptive approach that can automatically segment context logs according to their
intrinsic statistic properties without external guidance.
Hermes et al. [13] proposed a minimum entropy approach that can segment pixels of an
image adaptively without any domain knowledge-related parameter. The basic idea of the
approach is to transform the objective of finding the optimized segmentation to finding the
minimum conditional entropy of the pixels given the segmentation. This approach can be easily extended to segment context logs because context segmentation can also be transformed
to the problem of seeking the minimum entropy. To be specific, if we measure the similarity
between two adjacent context records through the probability that they are assigned into the
same context session by a random segmentation, the objective of seeking the optimized segmentation becomes seeking the segmentation S ∗ = arg max S L(R|S), where L(R|S) denotes
the likelihood of all context records given the segmentation S. Seeking the maximum L(R|S)
is equal to seeking the maximum logL(R|S). If we assume that 1) for each context record r ,
the probability to be assigned into a given context session s is independent, and 2) for each
context feature-value pair p of a given context record r , the probability to be assigned into a
given context session s is independent, logL(R|S) can be expressed as follows.

logL(R|S) =
log P(rs |S)
=
=

s

rs

s

rs

s

p




log P( prs |s)

prs

n s, p log P( p|s),

(1)

where s denotes a context session in S, rs denotes a context record in s, prs denotes a contextual feature-value pair in rs , p denotes a unique contextual feature-value pair, and n s, p
n
indicates the occurrence number of the feature-value pair p in context session s. If we use Ns,pp
to estimate P( p, s), where N p denotes the number of all feature-value pairs in R, Equation 1
can be transformed as follows.

(1) = N p
P( p, s)log(P( p|s)) = −N p · H ( p|s),
s

p

where H ( p|s) denotes the conditional entropy of all contextual feature-value pairs given all
context sessions. Therefore, the original problem is transformed to S ∗ = arg min S H ( p|s).
Hermes et al. [13] have demonstrated that this problem can be addressed by taking advantage of the greedy optimization. To be specific, to search a N -segmentation with the minimum
entropy, we first find a N +1-segmentation with the minimum entropy. Then, we try to merge

each pair of adjacent context sessions and in this way find a N -segmentation S with the min
imum entropy, and S is the exact solution of S ∗ . Moreover, H ( p|s) has a certain solution
when N is equal to n. It is because in this case, there exists only one segmentation that each
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Fig. 1 Seeking the global optimized segmentation by balancing the complexity of the segmentation and the
minimum entropy

context record makes up one context session. Therefore, we can easily find the optimized
N -segmentation (N ∈ [1, n]).
It is easy to prove that the global minimum entropy appears when N = n and the local minimum entropy given N increases with the decrease in N . However, only taking into account
the minimum entropy usually causes over-fitting because such a segmentation is usually too
complex. Therefore, we also take into account the growth rate of the local minimum entropy
to balance the complexity of the segmentation and the corresponding local minimum entropy.
To be specific, we start from N = n and then iteratively set N = N − 1 and calculate the
corresponding local minimum entropy. If the growth rate of the local minimum entropy is
larger than ξ , we terminate seeking next local minimum entropy. Figure 1 illustrates the
procedure of seeking the global optimized segmentation by balancing the complexity of the
segmentation and the minimum entropy. The worst complexity of the adaptive segmentation
approach is O(Nlog N ).

5 Learning personalized contexts by clustering context sessions
In this section, we present a clustering-based method for learning personalized contexts by
clustering context sessions. We assume that a group of similar context sessions may reflect
the same context and can be used for extracting some key contextual feature-value pairs to
represent the context. The basic idea is to cluster similar context sessions in terms of their
contained raw contextual feature-value pairs and let a group of the most frequent contextual
feature-value pairs in a cluster correspond a latent context. To be specific, we firstly propose
an effective similarity measurement to calculate the similarity between context sessions.
Then, we cluster the similar context sessions and extract contexts from the clusters.
5.1 Similarity between context sessions
Intuitively, we can assume that two context sessions are similar if they have similar distributions of contextual feature-value pairs. To this end, we firstly represent a context session
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as a L 2 -normalized vector of contextual feature-value pairs or CFVP-vector for short.
A CFVP-vector has P-dimensions where P indicates the total number of all unique contextual feature-value pairs appearing in the user context log. Precisely, the j-th element of a
→
CFVP-vector −
si is

N or m( f r eqi, j ) if p j ∈ si ;
(2)
si, j =
0
otherwise,
where p j denotes the j-th unique contextual feature-value pair, f r eqi, j indicates the fref r eq
quency of p j in si , and N or m( f r eqi, j ) = √ i, j 2 .
k

f r eqi,k

The similarity between two context sessions si1 and si2 is measured by the Euclidean
distance between their CFVP-vectors [10]. That is,

 P

−
→
−
→
Distance( si1 , si2 ) =  (si1 , j − si2 , j )2 ,
(3)
j=1

5.2 Clustering context sessions
With the similarity measure of context sessions, we can cluster context sessions and let
the most frequent contextual feature-value pairs of a cluster correspond to a context. Since
the proposed similarity measure is in a form of distance function of two vectors, we need
a spatial clustering algorithm. As is well known, the existing spatial clustering algorithms
can be classified into three categories: partition-based clustering algorithms (e.g., K-means),
density-based clustering algorithms (e.g., DBSCAN [8]), and stream-based clustering algorithms (e.g., BIRCH [26]). Both the density-based clustering algorithms and the stream-based
clustering algorithms need a predefined parameter to control the granularity of the clusters.
Because the properties of different contexts are volatile, the granularity of different context
session clusters may be diverse due to the different numbers of occurrences for each context.
For example, a context that the user is working in the office usually appears every day and
covers many related context sessions, while another context that the user is having a drink in
a pub may only appear in week ends and thus cover much less context sessions. Therefore, it
may be infeasible to control the granularity of all clusters by the same predefined parameter.
As a consequence, we use partition-based clustering algorithms for clustering contextual
feature-value pairs. To be specific, we use the well-known K-means clustering algorithm.
The details of clustering contextual feature-value pairs by K-means are described as follows. We firstly randomly select K context sessions as the mean nodes of K clusters and
assign other context sessions to the K clusters according to their distances to the mean nodes.
Then, we iteratively calculate the mean of each cluster and reassign the context sessions until
the assignment does not change or the iteration exceeds to the max number of iterations.
Algorithm 1 shows the pseudocode of clustering context sessions by K-means, where L t =
L t−1 means ∀i (lit = lit−1 ) and Nkt indicates the number of context sessions with label k in
the t-th iteration.
5.3 Extracting contexts from context session clusters
A context session cluster contains several similar context sessions that may reflect the same
context. Therefore, we can use a context session cluster as the source for extracting a personalized context of the mobile user. To be specific, we extract the contextual feature-value
pairs whose frequency is larger than a predefined threshold from a context session cluster. In
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Algorithm 1 Clustering Contextual Feature-value Pairs by K-means
Input:
−
→
→
1) a set of context sessions in the form of CFVP-vectors S = {−
si };
2) the number of target clusters K ;
3) the max number of iterations T ;
→
Output: a set of cluster labels L = {li }, where li is the label of −
si ;
→
0
0
0
Init: Create a set of cluster labels L = {li }, where li corresponds to −
pi and is a random integer selected
from [1, K ];
→
−→
−
→ −
1: randomly choose K context sessions as mean nodes, denoted as si0 , si0 , . . . , si0 ;
1
2
K
2: for t = 1; t < T ; + + t do
t
t
t
3: create a set of cluster labels L = {li }, where li is a random integer selected from [1, K ];
−
→
→
4: for each −
si in S do
−−→
→
si , sit−1 ), where 1 ≤ k ≤ K ;
5:
lit = arg mink Distance(−
if L t =L t−1 then
go to 11;
else
for k = 1;k < K ; k + + do
−
→
s
−
→
lit =k i
10:
sit =
;
t

k

6:
7:
8:
9:

k

11: return L t .

Nk

Fig. 2 An example of extracting contexts from context session clusters

practice, the threshold is set to be Nk ·0.01, where Nk indicates the total number of contextual
feature-value pairs in the context session cluster ck . Figure 2 shows an example of extracting
contexts from context session clusters.
5.4 Determining the number of context session clusters
The partition-based clustering algorithms need a predefined parameter K that indicates the
number of target clusters. The selection of K is essentially equal to the selection of the number of contexts because each context session cluster is used to extract one context. Thus, to
select an appropriate K , we can assume that the number of contexts for mobile users must
fall into a range [K min , K max ], where K min and K max indicate the minimum number and the
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maximum number of possible contexts, respectively. The values of K min and K max can be
empirically determined through the user study that selects users with different backgrounds
and asks them how many typical contexts exist in their daily life. Thus, we can select the best
K from [K min , K max ] by measuring the clustering performance for a specific user’s context
data set.
Since there is no ground truth for clusters, we evaluate the clustering performance indirectly by evaluating the quality of learned contexts for modeling context data set. To be
specific, we firstly partition a context session set S into a training set Sa and a test set Sb .
Then, we run K-means on Sa with a given K and obtain K clusters of context sessions as
K contexts c1 , c2 , …, c K . Then, we calculate the perplexity [4] of the Sb by the following
equation.
 
s∈Sb log P(s|Sa )

Per plexit y(Sb ) = E x p −
,
(4)
s∈Sb Ns
where s denotes a context session, P(s|Sa ) means the probability that s occurs given Sa , and
Ns indicates the number of contextual feature-value pairs in s.
In the clustering-based context model, P(s|Sa ) is calculated as follow.

P( pi |Sa ) =
P( pi , ck |Sa )
P(s|Sa ) =
pi ∈s

=



pi ∈s ck

P( pi |ck )P(ck |Sa )

pi ∈s ck

where pi denotes a contextual feature-value pair of s, ck denotes a cluster context sessions.
f r eq
P( pi |ck ) is calculated as Nk i,k , where f r eqi,k indicates the frequency of pi in ck and Nk
indicates the total number of contextual feature-value pairs in ck .P(ck |Sa ) is calculated as
|ck |
N , where |ck | indicates the number of contest sessions in ck and N indicates the total number of context sessions. The smaller the perplexity is, the better the learned contexts’ quality
will be.
It is worth noting that we observe the perplexity of K-means roughly drops with the
increase of K in the experiments. If we only take into account the perplexity, we probably
select the maximum K of a given range, which may make the learned model over-fitting.
Thus, we balance the above-mentioned approach by a simple way; that is, if the reducing
ratio of perplexity is less than τ , we do not select a larger K . In practice, we set τ to be 10%
according to experiment analysis.

6 Learning personalized contexts by topic models
The drawback of the clustering-based method for learning personalized contexts is that it
requires a context session that can only belong to one cluster, which corresponds to one
context. The deterministic rule makes the results sensitive to wrong assignments. In contrast,
topic models can solve the problem by using a probabilistic distribution to represent whether
a context session reflects a particular context. Topic models are generative models that are
successfully used for document modeling. They assume that there exist several topics for a
corpus D and a document d in D can be taken as a bag of words {wd,i }, which are generated
by these topics. Intuitively, if we take contextual feature-value pairs as words, take context
sessions as bags of contextual feature-value pairs to correspond documents and take latent
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representation of the MUC model
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contexts as topics, we can take advantage of topic models to learn contexts from context sessions. However, we cannot directly apply topic models to mobile context modeling because
the occurrences of the contextual features and the corresponding values in contextual featurevalue pairs are dependent on different factors. As mentioned earlier, in a context session, the
occurrences of contextual features are dependent on some external conditions, such as the
availability of the corresponding signal. In contrast, the occurrences of contextual values are
dependent on the latent contexts and the corresponding contextual features. If we simply take
contextual feature-value pairs as words in topic models, we will not be able to discriminate
the generation of contextual features and that of contextual values. To this end, we extend
the existing topic models for fitting mobile context modeling.
6.1 Single-context-based context model
If we assume that one context session reflects one latent context, we can extend a typical
singe-context-based topic model named the Mixture Unigram (MU) model [19] for mobile
context modeling. MU assumes that a document d is generated as follows. Given K topics
and M words, to generate the word wd,i in d, the model firstly generates a topic z d from
a prior topic distribution for the corpus D. Then, the model generates wd,i given the prior
word distribution for z d . In a corpus, both the prior topic distribution and the prior word
distributions for different topics follow the Dirichlet distribution.
We extend the MU model to the Mixture Unigram on Context (MUC) model which
assumes that a context session is generated by a prior contextual feature distribution and a
prior context distribution together. To be specific, given K contexts and F contextual features,
the MUC model assumes that a context session s is generated as follows. Firstly, a global
prior context distribution θ is generated from a prior Dirichlet distribution α. Secondly, a
prior contextual feature distribution πs is generated from a prior Dirichlet distribution γ .
Then, a context cs is generated from θ . Finally, a contextual feature f s,i is generated from
πs , and the value of f s,i denoted as vs,i is generated from the distribution φcs , fs,i . Moreover,
there are totally K × F conditional distributions of contextual feature-value pairs {φk, f } that
follow a Dirichlet distribution β. Figure 3 shows the graphical representation of the MUC
−
→
→
model. Notice that α, β and γ are represented by parameter vectors −
α = {αk }, β = {βv },
→
and −
γ = {γ f }, respectively, according to the definition of Dirichlet distribution, where k
indicates a context, v indicates a contextual value, and f indicates a contextual feature.
In the MUC model, given the parameters α, β, and γ , the joint probability of a context
session s = {( f s,i : vs,i )}, a prior context distribution θ , a latent context cs , a contextual feature distribution πs , and a set of K × F conditional contextual value distributions = {φk, f }
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is calculated as follows.
P(s, θ, cs , πs , |α, β, γ ) = P(cs |θ )P(θ |α)P( |β)P(πs |γ )
Ns

P(vs,i |cs , f s,i , )P( f s,i |πs ) ,

×
i=1

where P(vs,i |cs , f s,i , ) = P(vs,i |cs , f s,i , φcs , f s,i ) and Ns indicates the number of contextual feature-value pairs in s.
The likelihood of a set of context sessions S is calculated as follows.
L(S) =

P(s|α, β, γ )
s



=
s

Ns

P( ps,i |cs , f s,i , )P( f s,i |πs )P(cs |θ )

cs i=1

×P(θ |α)P( |β)P(πs |γ )dθ d dπs ,
The representation of the likelihood of MUC is in a too complex form and it may not be
feasible to calculate the parameters of the model directly. Alternatively, we use a commonly
used iterative approach for approximately estimating the parameters of MU called Gibbs sampling [12,21]. In the Gibbs sampling approach, each observed variable is iteratively assigned
a label by taking into account the labels of other observed variables. For our problem, the
−
→
→
→
Dirichlet parameter vectors −
α , β , and −
γ are empirically predefined first. Then the Gibbs
sampling approach iteratively assigns context labels to each context session according to the
labels of other context sessions.
The Gibbs sampler of the context label for a context session s, denoted as cs , is defined
as follows.
P(cs = k|C¬s , S) ∝ P(cs = k, C¬s , S)
= P(cs = k, C¬s , V, F)
= P(V |cs = k, C¬s , F)P(cs = k|C¬s )P(F)
∝ P(vs |cs = k, C¬s , F, V¬s )P(cs = k|C¬s ),
where ¬s means removing s from S, C¬s denotes the context labels of other context sessions expect for s, V and F denote all contextual values and all contextual features in S,
respectively, and vs denotes all contextual values in s.
Moreover, indicating the token (s, i) as m, we have the following formulas.
Ns

P(vs |cs = k, C¬s , F, V¬s ) =

P(vm=(s,i) |cs = k, C¬s , F, V¬s )
i=1
Ns



=
i=1

n ¬s,k, f m ,vm + βvm

n
v ¬s,k, f m ,v +
v∈V f βv
m

n ¬s,k + αk
P(cs = k|C¬s ) =
,

N − 1 + kK =1 αk 
where n ¬s,k, f,v indicates the frequency that the contextual feature-value pair ( f : v) is labeled
with the k-th context in all context sessions expect for s, V f denotes the set of contextual
values for the contextual feature f , and n ¬s,k indicates the number of context sessions with
the k-th context expect for s.
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After several rounds of Gibbs sampling, eventually each context session will be assigned a
final context label. We can derive the personalized contexts of mobile users from the labeled
context sessions by estimating the probability distribution of contextual feature-value pairs
generated by a particular context. To be specific, the probability that a contextual feature-value
pair pm = ( f m : vm ) is generated by the context ck is estimated as
P( pm |ck ) = P(vm |ck , f m )P( f m ),

(5)

where
n k, fm ,vm + βvm

n
v k, f m ,v +
v∈V fm βv
K 
n k  , fm ,v + γ fm

P( f m ) =  kK=1 v
.

k  =1
f
v n k  , f m ,v +
f γf

P(vm |ck , f m ) = 

6.2 Multiple-context-based context model
In practice, the stage of context segmentation may not detect the exact boundaries of context
sessions. Therefore, it is more general to assume that one context session may reflect multiple
latent contexts. To this end, we also propose a multiple-context-based context model which
is extended from a multiple-topic-based topic model named the Latent Dirichlet Allocation
(LDA) model [6]. Compared with MU, LDA assumes each document is generated by a prior
distribution of topics instead of a single topic. To be specific, LDA assumes that a document
d is generated as follows. Given K topics and M words, to generate the word wd,i in d,
the model firstly generates a topic z d,i from a prior topic distribution for d. Then the model
generates wd,i given the prior word distribution for z d,i . Moreover, similar to MU, LDA
assumes that both the prior topic distributions for different documents and the prior word
distributions for different topics follow the Dirichlet distribution.
We extend LDA to the Latent Dirichlet Allocation on Context model (LDAC) for mobile
context modeling. In the LDAC model, a context session s is generated as follows. Firstly,
a prior context distribution θs is generated from a prior Dirichlet distribution α. Secondly,
a prior contextual feature distribution πs is generated from a prior Dirichlet distribution γ .
Then, for the i-th contextual feature-value pair in s, a context cs,i is generated from θs , a
contextual feature f s,i is generated from πs , and the value of f s,i denoted as vs,i is generated from the distribution φcs,i , f s,i . Moreover, there are totally K × F prior distributions of
contextual feature-value pairs {φk, f } which follow a Dirichlet distribution β. Figure 4 shows
the graphical representation of the LDAC model.
In the LDAC model, given the parameters α, β and γ , the joint probability of a context
session s = {( f s,i : vs,i )}, a prior context distribution θs , a group of latent context labels
cs = {cs,i }, a contextual feature distribution πs , and a set of K × F conditional contextual
value distributions = {φk, f } is calculated as follows.
P(s, θ, cs , πs , |α, β, γ ) = P(θs |α)P( |β)P(πs |γ )
Ns

P(vs,i |cs,i , f s,i , )P( f s,i |πs )P(cs,i |θs ) .

×
i=1

Similar to the parameter estimation in MUC, we also use the Gibbs sampling approach to
estimating the parameters for LDAC. Denoting the token (s, i) as m, the Gibbs sampler of
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Fig. 4 The graphical
representation of the LDAC
model
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Φ k,f
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γ
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N

cm is as follows.
P(cm = k|C¬m , S) ∝ P(cm = k, C¬m , S)
∝ P(vm |cm = k, C¬m , F, V¬m )
×P(cm = k|C¬m ),
where ¬m means removing the contextual feature-value pair ( f m : vm ) from S, and
n ¬m,k, fm ,vm + βvm

n
v ¬m,k, f m ,v +
v∈V f βv

P(vm |cm = k, C¬m , F, V¬m ) = 

m

n s,¬m,k + αk
P(cm = k|C¬m ) =  K
,
K
n
k  =1 s,¬m,k  +
k  =1 αk 
where n ¬m,k, f,v indicates the frequency that the contextual feature-value pair ( f : v) is
labeled with the k-th context in all context sessions after removing the m-th contextual
feature-value pair, and n s,¬m,k indicates the number of contextual feature-value pairs labeled
with the k-th context in s expect for the m-th one.
Similar to MUC, in the LDAC model, the personalized contexts of mobile users can also
be derived from the labeled contextual feature-value pairs according to Equation 5. From
the experimental results on real data, we find that LDAC outperforms MUC with respect
to the effectiveness of mobile context modeling. However, the effectiveness of MUC is also
acceptable, and it largely outperforms LDAC in terms of efficiency. Generally, MUC is a good
candidate approach to mobile context modeling when the computation resource is limited.
Otherwise, we can use LDAC for pursuing the best performance. The detailed comparisons
of the practical performance between MUC and LDAC are presented in Sect. 7.
6.3 Determining the number of contexts
Both of MUC and LDAC need a predefined parameter K to indicate the number of contexts
to be learned. Similar to what we do for the clustering-based method of learning contexts, to
select an appropriate K , we assume that the number of personalized contexts for any mobile
user falls into a range [K min , K max ], where K min and K max indicate the minimum number
and the maximum number of possible contexts, respectively. Thus, we can select the best
K from [K min , K max ] by measuring the performance of the learned context models. To be
specific, we first partition a context session set S into a training set Sa and a test set Sb . Then,
we learn a context model from Sa with a given K and obtain K contexts c1 , c2 , …, c K . Last,
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Table 2 The details of the
Reality Mining data sets used in
our experiments

N

359

Owner ID

n

P

Np

1

23,114

7,029

1,702

188,342

2

26,157

7,170

1,950

204,902

3

9,115

2,712

1,209

72,225

4

14,588

3,487

690

112,689

5

16,544

5,144

1,024

133,500

6

21,011

4,940

1,740

168,228

7

16,225

4,762

1,623

130,404
204,760

8

26,352

6,136

1,024

9

10,592

2,587

954

82,957

10

30,955

4,245

2,326

241,620

we calculate the perplexity Equation 4, where P(s|Sa ) is calculated as follows.
P(s|Sa ) =

P( pm |Sa ) =
pm ∈s

=

K


P( pm , ck |Sa )

pm ∈s k=1
K


P( pm |ck , Sa )P(ck |Sa ),

pm ∈s k=1

where P( pm |ck , Sa ) = P( pm |ck ) can be calculated by Equation 5 and P(ck |Sa ) is calcun k +αk
K
lated differently in MUC and LDAC. In the MUC model, P(ck |Sa ) =
, where
N+

k  =1 αk 

n k indicates the number of context sessions labeled with ck in Sa . In the LDAC model,
n +α
P(ck |Sa ) =  K s,k k
, where n s,k indicates the number of contextual feature-value
k  =1 n s,k  +αk 

pairs labeled with ck in s.
Similar to the clustering-based method for learning contexts, if we only take into account
the perplexity, we probably select the maximum K of a given range, which may make the
learned model over-fitting. Thus, we balance the above-mentioned approach by setting a
threshold of the perplexity decline rate τ .

7 Experiments
In this section, we evaluate the efficiency and the effectiveness of the proposed approach for
mobile context modeling through extensive experiments on real context data sets.
7.1 Data sets and preprocess
The first data set used in the experiments is the Reality Mining data set [7]. Reality Mining
data set is a public data set that captures the raw context data from 100 college volunteers
at MIT over the course of the 2004-2005 academic year. The raw context data contain the
communication, proximity, location, and activity information and can be used for learning
personalized contexts of the users. We randomly select 10 volunteers’ context data from the
Reality Mining data set to evaluate the performance of the proposed approach of mobile
context modeling. Table 2 lists the details of the Reality Mining data sets used in our experiments, where the Owner ID identifies the owner of the context data, n denotes the number of
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Contextual feature

Value range

Day name

{Monday, Tuesday, Wednesday, Thursday,

Is a holiday?

{True, False}

Day period

{Morning(AM7:00-AM11:00),

Friday, Saturday, Sunday}

Noon(AM11:00-PM14:00),
Afternoon(PM14:00-PM18:00),
Evening(PM18:00-PM21:00),
Night(PM21:00-Next day AM7:00)}
Time range

{AM0:00-AM1:00, AM1:00-AM2:00,

Profile type

{General, Silent, Meeting, Outdoor, Pager,

Battery level

{Low(<25%), Middle(25%–50%),

Inactive time

{Short(<5 minutes), Middle(5–30 minutes),

Ring type

{Normal, Ascending, Ring once, Beep, Silent}.

Cell ID

Integers.

AM2:00-AM3:00, …, PM23:00-PM24:00}
Offline}
High(50%–80%), Full(>80%)}
Long(>30 minutes)}

Area ID

Integers.

Speed

{Low(<5 km/h), Middle(5–20 km/h),

Movement

{Moving, Not moving}

Coordinate

Pair of longitude and latitude.

Application

{Call, Message, Web browsing, Music,

High(>20 km/h)}

Video, E-book, Radio, Game}

context records, N denotes the number of extracted context sessions, P denotes the number
of unique contextual feature-value pairs, and N p denotes the occurrence number of all contextual feature-value pairs. In experiments, we find that the setting of ξ does not influence
the segmentation significantly in a wide range. Explicitly, we set ξ to be 10%.
The evaluation of unsupervised approaches is challenging because of the lack of ground
truth. Though some metrics such as perplexity can be applied to evaluating the proposed
approach, it is more desirable to ask users to manually evaluate the personalized contexts
learned from their raw context data. However, it is difficult to contact the owners of the
reality mining data sets and ask them to conduct manual evaluations. To this end, we collect
10 college volunteers’ context data spanning for one month through their mobile devices by
ourselves. The collected context data set includes rich types of contextual features listed in
Table 3, and the owners of these context data are invited to participate the human evaluation
of the proposed approach to mobile context modeling. For simplicity, we denote the collected
context data set as Rich Context. The details of Rich Context data sets are listed in Table 4.
We first partition each experimental data set into the training set and the test set as follows.
For each Reality Mining data set, we use the last month data as the test set and use the remaining data as the training set. For each Rich Context data set, we use the last week data as the
test set and use the remaining data as the training set. Then, we use the proposed approach
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Table 4 The details of the Rich
Context data sets

Owner ID

n

1

29,910

6,403

990

369,691

2

19,959

4,006

1,143

250,848

3

29,587

5,633

702

361,783

4

35,979

6,071

509

448,187

5

17,149

2,231

499

213,623

6

26,461

4,976

1,044

326,096

7

25,642

4,222

366

314,968

8

38,664

7,476

1,475

483,116

9

13,977

2,652

330

173,822

10

19,422

3,910

374

240,263

Kmeans

MUC

4

3

5

N

LDAC

6

Kmeans

MUC

4

3

1

LDAC

6

1
101

2

10

10

2

10

7

3

10

Np

2

101

8

P

5

2

7

361

10

3

9

8

10

9

Fig. 5 Spherical comparison in terms of the request iterations to converge

to learn mobile contexts from each training set and then evaluate the learned contexts on the
corresponding test set.
7.2 Efficiency of the proposed approaches
For the sake of privacy concern, one simple alternative solution is to model the personalized
contexts of mobile users in their mobile devices instead of in a back end server. Thus, the efficiency of mobile context modeling is crucial for in-device applications due to the resource
constraint of mobile device. In the experiments, we observe that the computation cost of
extracting context sessions is trivial compared with that of learning contexts by topic models
(averagely less than 20 seconds). Thus, we evaluate the efficiency of the proposed approach
by comparing the efficiencies of K-means, MUC, and LDAC for mobile context modeling.
Since all of the approaches adopt iterative learning methods, we evaluate their efficiencies
by taking into account their convergence speeds. The experiments are conducted on a Core2
1.86GZ, 2G memory PC.
The convergence of K-means is measured by the ratio of reassigned context labels in one
iteration, and the convergence of Gibbs sampling is measured by the log likelihood of the
training set. The super parameters α, β, and γ of MUCs and LDACs are empirically set to
50/K , 0.01, and 0.01 according to [12], where K indicates the number of contexts. Figure 5
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Fig. 6 Spherical comparison in terms of the time cost to converge (ms)

compares the request iterations with converge for K-means, MUC, and LDAC on the Reality
Mining data set and the Rich Context data set, respectively. Each label around the circle
indicates the owner ID of a data set. For each data set, the most appropriate K is selected
by the method mentioned in Sect. 5. From this figure, we can see that the Gibbs sampling
process of LDAC usually converges after hundreds of iterations while that of MUC usually
converges after less than 30 iterations, and K-means usually converges after less than 10
iterations.
Figure 6 further compares the time cost to converge for K-means, MUC and LDAC. From
this figure we can see that the time cost to converge for K-means is lowest and the Gibbs
sampling process of MUC usually converges tens of times faster than that of LDAC. In a summary, though all of the proposed methods can converge within limited iterations, K-means
is much more efficient than the two topic models. Moreover, MUC is much more efficient
than LDAC for learning personalized mobile contexts. It is because the Gibbs sampling for
LDAC is more complex than that of MUC. To train a LDAC model, we need to build a
Gibbs sampler for each contextual feature-value pair. In contrast, the training of MUC only
needs to build Gibbs samplers for context sessions, which are much fewer than contextual
feature-value pairs in practice. Consequently, the Gibbs sampling of MUC largely outperforms that of LDAC in terms of both the time cost of one iteration and the iterations to
converge.
7.3 Effectiveness of the proposed approaches
In this section, we report the experimental results of the proposed approach with respect to
the effectiveness for mobile context modeling.

7.3.1 Perplexity
Figure 7 compares the perplexity of each test set with the contexts learned by K-means,
MUC, and LDAC. Each label around the circle indicates the owner ID of a test set. From this
figure, we can see that the two topic models always outperform K-means and LDAC always
outperforms MUC in terms of perplexity, which concludes that LDAC is the most effective
method for mobile context modeling.
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Fig. 7 Spherical comparison in terms of perplexity

7.3.2 Human evaluation
To find out the quality of the learned contexts more intuitively, we ask the owners of the
Rich Context data sets to evaluate the personalized contexts learned from their own context data. For each learned context, we select the contextual feature-value pairs p where
P( p|ck ) > 0.01 to represent the context ck .
For each learned context to be evaluated, the corresponding testee selects one from the
following three remarks:
– P: Perfect. This remark means that the learned context reflects one of the testee’s typical contexts well. No irrelevant context information is included, and no relevant context
information is missing.
– G: Good. This remark means that the learned context partially reflects one of the testee’s
typical contexts but contains some irrelevant context information or misses some relevant
information.
– B: Bad. This remark means that it is hard to state the learned context reflects which typical
context of testee.
To ease of the evaluation, we leverage Google map to show the related locations of each
context, and thus, the testees can conventionally bridge a context to their daily lives through
the intuitive way. Figure 8 shows an example of context map.
To ensure the evaluation quality, we do not inform testees that a given learned context is
learned by which context model. Moreover, we generate a copy for each learned context and
randomly mix them with the original learned contexts. If a learned context pattern is assigned
different remarks from that of its copy, we will revisit it again. Figure 9 compares the human
evaluation results of the contexts learned by K-means, MUC, and LDAC for each data set
of Rich Context. From the figure, we can see that the two topic models always outperform
K-means in terms of perfect cases and good cases. Moreover, LDAC outperforms MUC for
mobile context modeling in terms of perfect cases. But considering all positive cases (P+G),
their performance are comparable. Generally speaking, we can conclude that the two topic
models always outperform K-means and LDAC outperforms MUC in terms of effectiveness
for mobile context modeling, which is consistent with the experimental conclusion in the
view of perplexity.
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Fig. 8 An example of context map for ease of evaluating contexts
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Fig. 9 Spherical comparison in terms of human evaluation for Rich Context data
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Table 5 Context ca learned by
K-means
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(Is a holiday?: No)
(Day name: Monday)
(Day name: Tuesday)
(Day period: Noon)
(Time range: PM11:00–12:00)
(Location: Dining room)
(Area ID: 21885)
(Cell ID: 10412)
(Profile: Meeting)
(Movement: Not moving)
(Battery level: High(50%–80%))
(Battery level: Full(>80%))
(Application: Calendar)
(Application: Clock)

7.3.3 Case study A
We manually analyze the mined contexts for intuitively understanding how the learning result
of topic models outperforms that of K-means. An example is shown as follows. First, we
contact one volunteer and know he has a typical personalized context that “having lunch
in the dining room on week day expect for Thursday”. Thursday is an exception because
the volunteer has lessons in another campus on Thursday. We find all of LDAC, MUC, and
K-means mine a context corresponding to it. For simplicity, we denote the context learned
by K-means as ca , denote the context learned by MUC as cb , and denote the context learned
by LDAC as cc .
Table 5 shows ca which is in the form of a group of contextual feature-value pairs. The
location ID has been translated to meaningful locations to ease understanding. The most of
the contextual feature-value pairs of ca are reasonable, such as (Day name: Monday), (Day
period: Noon), (Location: Dining room). But the volunteer points out that it also contains
two noisy contextual feature-value pairs, namely (Application: Calendar) and (Application:
Clock), and misses some more relevant contextual feature-value pairs such as (Day name:
Wednesday) and (Day name: Friday). Thus, it is labeled with “Good”. The reason is that
K-means cannot cluster semantic similar context sessions [9]. In contrast, topic model-based
approaches have a theoretical generative process to interpret the data and thus do not have
such a shortage. Table 6 and Table 7 lists all contextual feature-value pairs in cb and cc ,
respectively. From the tables, we can see that all listed contextual feature-value pairs are
sensible to represent the user context. As expected, they are labeled with “Perfect”.
7.3.4 Case study B
We also manually analyze some mined contexts for intuitively understanding how LDAC’s
learning result outperforms that of MUC. An example is shown as follows. First, we contact
one volunteer and know he has a typical personalized context that he usually plays basketball
in weekends’ afternoon (PM14:00-17:00). Then, we manually check the learned contexts of
MUC and LDAC and find that both of them discover a group of contextual feature-value
pairs corresponding to that context. For simplicity, we denote the context learned by MUC
as ca and denote the context learned by LDAC as cb .
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(Is a holiday?: No)
(Day name: Monday)
(Day name: Tuesday)
(Day name: Wednesday)
(Day name: Friday)
(Day period: Noon)
(Time range: PM11:00–12:00)
(Location: Dining room)
(Area ID: 21885)
(Cell ID: 10412)
(Profile: Meeting)
(Movement: Not moving)
(Battery level: High(50%–80%))
(Battery level: Full(>80%))

Table 7 Context cc learned by
LDAC

(Is a holiday?: No)
(Day name: Monday)
(Day name: Tuesday)
(Day name: Wednesday)
(Day name: Friday)
(Day period: Noon)
(Time range: PM11:00–12:00)
(Location: Dining room)
(Area ID: 21885)
(Cell ID: 10412)
(Profile: Meeting)
(Movement: Not moving)
(Battery level: High(50%–80%))
(Battery level: Full(>80%))

Table 8 shows ca which is in the form of a group of contextual feature-value pairs. The
location ID has been translated to meaningful locations to ease understanding. The most of
the contextual feature-value pairs of ca are reasonable, such as (Day name: Saturday), (Day
period: Afternoon), and (Location: Basketball area). But it also contains two noisy contextual feature-value pairs, namely, (Time range: PM13:00-14:00) and (Time range: PM17:0018:00); in these time range, the volunteers did not stay in the Basketball area, and it also misses
some more relevant contextual feature-value pairs such as (Time range: PM14:00-15:00) and
(Time range: PM15:00-16:00). Thus, it is labeled with “Good”. Table 9 lists all contextual
feature-value pairs in cb . From this table, we can see that all listed contextual feature-value
pairs are sensible to represent the user context. As expected, cb is labeled with “Perfect”.
Actually, the performance of MUC directly depends on the stage of context segmentation.
Since different users may have different activity patterns, it is hard to set a universal optimal ξ
and the segmented context sessions may not accurately capture the context transition points.
Some different context sessions may be merged, or one context session may be split, both
of which will cause the irrelevant data in the result of MUC. In contrast, LDAC has a more
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Table 8 Context ca learned by
MUC
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(Is a holiday?: Yes)
(Day name: Saturday)
(Day period: Afternoon)
(Time range: PM13:00–14:00)
(Time range: PM16:00-17:00)
(Time range: PM17:00–18:00)
(Location: Basketball area)
(Area ID: 21761)
(Cell ID: 10066)
(Profile: Outdoor)
(Movement: Not moving)
(Battery level: High(50%–80%))
(Battery level: Full(>80%))
(Inactive time: Middle(5–30 minutes))

Table 9 Context cb learned by
LDAC

(Is a holiday?: Yes)
(Day name: Saturday)
(Day name: Sunday)
(Day period: Afternoon)
(Time range: PM14:00–15:00)
(Time range: PM15:00–16:00)
(Time range: PM16:00–17:00)
(Location: Basketball area)
(Area ID: 21761)
(Cell ID: 10066)
(Profile: Outdoor)
(Movement: Not moving)
(Battery level: Full(>80%))
(Inactive time: Middle(5–30 minutes))

reasonable assumption that each context session may include multiple contexts, and thus can
avoid the problem.

8 Conclusion and future work
In this paper, we proposed an unsupervised approach to mobile context modeling, which is a
fundamental research problem toward leveraging the rich contextual information of mobile
users to support personalized customer experiences. Specifically, we first extracted context
sessions from the raw context data of mobile users and then exploited two methods for
learning personalized contexts from context sessions. In the first method, we cluster context
sessions and extract the frequent contextual feature-value pairs from context session clusters as contexts. In the second method, we extended topic models to learn personal mobile
contexts from the context sessions. Two topic models have been extended and exploited for
mobile context modeling, namely MU and LDA. Experiments results on real-world context
data show that the topic model-based method outperforms the clustering-based method in
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terms of the effectiveness of mining personalized contexts but less efficient than the latter
in terms of the computational cost. Moreover, among the two topic models, the LDA-based
model is more effective than that extended from MUC for mobile context modeling but less
efficient than the latter in terms of the computational cost.
As for future work, it is desirable if we can incorporate some domain knowledge of common contexts, such as “waiting a bus” or “having a dinner”, with unsupervised approaches
for mobile context modeling. Such a semi-supervised approach may improve the learning
performances of common contexts while keeping the flexibility of supervised approaches for
learning personalized contexts.
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